Abstract. The reactivity between lithium and the Al13 cluster is studied using the density functional theory and the local density approximation (LDA) for exchange and correlation. The effects caused by the addition of two Li atoms on the structural and electronic properties of the Al cluster are analyzed by calculating equilibrium geometries, binding energies and ionization potentials. The corresponding positively and negatively charged species are also studied. The influence of the alkali atoms on the geometrical structure of the cluster is small, but the influence on the electronic structure is much larger. The cluster Al13Li, with 40 valence electrons, has closed electronic shells and Al13Li2 has a single electron in the next shell. A striking result is the large drop of the ionization potential of the cluster induced by the addition of the second Li atom. These properties have been related to the changes of the electronic density by the analysis of density difference maps and atomic Hirshfeld charges. The photoabsorption spectrum has been calculated using the time-dependent version of the density functional theory.
Introduction
The stability of metal clusters is governed by two important factors: electronic [1] and atomic [2] shell closures. The usual modelling of the positive ionic background of a simple metal cluster by a uniform distribution of positive charge, i.e., by the spherical jellium model, predicts that the clusters containing 2, 8, 20, 40, 58, 92 , . . . electrons have closed electronic shells and should show a high stability. This effect is well stablished in alkali metal clusters. Among other metal clusters, aluminium is the species showing properties most similar to those of the alkali metal clusters. The valence electronic configuration of the Al atom is s 2 p, and s−p hybridization begins with Al 8 . The electronic structure of Al clusters also shows shell effects [3] . Due to the trivalent character of aluminium, the number of valence electrons in neutral Al N clusters is a multiple of 3 and those clusters cannot exactly fulfill the above shell filling numbers of the jellium model. Electronic shell closing can, however, be observed in positive or negatively charged aluminium clusters. For instance, Al − 13 has 40 electrons and all its properties indicate that the 2P 6 shell closing of the jellium model is satisfied. Mass spectra of Al − N have shown [4] a precipitous drop in the intensity after Al − 13 , indicating that this is a very stable cluster. Very stable clusters with closed electronic shells are expected to be candidates for new cluster assembled materials [5] . For this reason, several groups [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have studied ways of doping Al 13 with donor elements in order to form highly stable closed-shell clusters.
Particularly interesting donors are the alkaline atoms, because of their low ionization potential. The electron transfer explains the structure of the crystalline alloys of Pb and the alkali metals Na, K, Rb and Cs [5] . Those alloys contain tetrahedral Pb 4 clusters surrounded by the alkali atoms. Those lead tetramers have the character of Pb 4− 4 poly-anions with closed electronic shells [19] . Khanna and Jena [20] have proposed forming a new class of ionic crystals by attaching an alkaline atom to Al 13 clusters. In those crystals the highly electronegative Al 13 cluster would behave as a halogen species and the alkali atoms would become the cations. This gives additional motivation to the study of the interaction between alkali atoms and Al 13 . It should be interesting to understand the chemical reactivity between the two species and how the addition of more than one alkali atom influences the structure and the electronic properties of the matrix. Most of the previous related works, performed within the framework of the density functional theory (DFT) [21] , have focussed on single-atom doping [8, 16, 20, 22, 23] or on the alkalization of smaller Al clusters [24, 25] .
Here we study the effect of adding two Li atoms to Al 13 . We calculate some ground state properties: the most stable structure and the structures of some low lying isomers, not only in the neutral case but also for positively and negatively charged clusters. The conclusion is that the presence of the two Li atoms affects little the structure of the Al 13 matrix. The ionization potential of the neutral clusters and the electron detachment energies of the negatively charged ones are also studied. Several magnitudes are analyzed to understand the reactivity and the bonding of the two lithium atoms with the Al 13 system. One is the average binding energy of the mixed clusters and the adsorption energies of the Li atoms. The electron redistribution is studied by plotting maps of the electron density and differences of electron densities between relevant states, as well as atomic charges evaluated by a method developed by Hirshfeld [26] . The real space view provided by the charges and electron densities is complemented by the calculation of the density of electronic states, a key ingredient to interpret photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. Finally, the photoabsorption spectrum is calculated inside a large energy window using the time-dependent version of the DFT [27] .
Method

Ground-state
In the calculations of the structure of the neutral clusters we have used the ABINIT code [28] , in which the Kohn-Sham equations of DFT are solved using a periodic supercell geometry and the electronic wave functions are expanded in a basis of plane waves. To model the ion-electron interactions, the ionic cores (the neon-like core of the Al atoms and the helium-like core of the Li atoms) are replaced by pseudopotentials generated with the FHI98PP code [29] . The scheme of Troullier and Martins [30] has been chosen due to the smooth pseudopotentials generated. The parameters characterizing the pseudopotentials are given in Table 1 .
We have used a cubic supercell of size 35 × 35 × 35 a.u. 3 and a single k point. The basis of plane waves has an energy cutoff of 50 Ry, and the supercell size and the cutoff have been adjusted to achieve sufficient accuracy in the total energy. Only the neutral systems have been treated with this periodic supercell methodology, due to the usual problem of long-range ion-ion interactions between cells for the charged systems. For exchange and correlation we have performed several tests with both local spin-density (LSDA) [31] and generalized gradient (GGA) [32] functionals. Due to the very good agreement between the LSDA and GGA calculations obtained in those tests and to the large number of structural optimizations required in this work, the LSDA with the Perdew-Wang parameterization [31] of correlation has been adopted in the calculations.
To calculate the structures of the neutral Al 13 Li 2 clusters, we started with the optimized icosahedral and decahedral configurations of Al 13 , shown in Fig. 1 . We have confirmed that the optimized icosahedral (ICO) structure has a Jahn-Teller distorion, and that this structure is slightly more stable than the decahedral (DECA) one, in agreement with previous calculations [13, 33] . The structures of the Al 13 Li 2 clusters were then obtained by relaxing a very large number of initial geometries with the two Li atoms added at random positions to the icosahedral (ICO) and decahedral (DECA) structures of Al 13 . In the anionic Al 13 Li − 2 and the cationic Al 13 Li + 2 cases the structural relaxations were performed with a different code. The charged clusters were treated with a real-space DFT code, the code octopus [34] , to avoid the problem of charged supercells mentioned above. The main numerical parameters that need to be specified in the calculation are the spacing of the spatial mesh, 0.15 Å, and the wave function domain, a sphere of radius 9.5 Å. In all cases, the structural relaxations have been performed with a steepest-descent algorithm and a convergence criterion of 10 −5 Hartree/Bohr for the net force on every atom. Along the structural relaxation processes each atom is free to move. Several tests for starting geometries with Li atoms in the inner region of the cluster revealed that configurations with endohedral Li impurities are not favored. The most stable neutral, cationic and anionic structures obtained are shown in Figs 2 and 3 , along with the structures of several low lying isomers. 
Photoabsorption spectrum
After the lowest energy structures of Al 13 [27, 35, 36] . In particular, we have used the formalism developed by Casida [37, 38] , implemented in the octopus code [34] . Each excitation peak of the spectrum is broadened by a Lorentzian profile to give the photoabsorption cross section
In this equation is the energy, i are the discrete excitation energies obtained by the Casida method [37] , and the value of the parameter A determines the full width at half maximum. The A parameter of eq. (1) has been set equal to 0.055 and 0.14 eV for the 0-5 eV and 0-15 eV energy ranges, respectively. The adiabatic LSDA has been successfully tested in the calculation of the optical spectrum of atoms and clusters [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . In the case of free atoms the energies for one-particle low energy excitations agree with experiment to within 5-10 per cent [44] . For clusters of s − p metals the errors in the position of the absorption peaks are usually in the 0.1-0.2 eV range [39, [44] [45] [46] , and the results are also reasonable for carbon clusters [40, 47] .
Results and discussion
Ground-state properties
The results of the structural optimization of the neutral and charged Al 13 Li 2 clusters are shown in Figs 2 and 3. The lowest energy structure and several low lying isomers based on the icosahedral and decahedral structures of Al 13 are given. Three types of isomers can be noticed. a) The two Li atoms are directly bonded to the Al 13 cluster in nearby positions. Those Li atoms sit on Al 3 or Al 4 faces (ICO-I, DECA-I and DECA-III configurations). b) The Li atoms form a dimer and only one of the Li atoms is directly bonded to the Al 13 matrix. In this case the Li 2 unit is perpendicular to an Al 2 edge or to Al 3 or Table 2 Vertical and adiabatic ionization potentials (vIP, aIP) of the neutral Al13Li2 isomers, and vertical and adiabatic electron detachment energies (vDE, aDE) of the anionic Al13Li Al 4 faces (ICO-IV, ICO-V, DECA-V and DECA-VI configurations). c) The two Li atoms are on opposite sides of the Al 13 structure. The Li atoms sit on Al 2 edges, or on Al 3 or Al 4 faces (ICO-II, ICO-III, DECA-II and DECA-IV). The total energy differences with respect to the most stable structure, ∆E tot , are given in Table 2 The rest of the isomers are higher in energy, with differences ∆E tot ranging between 0.05 and 2 eV. The main observation is that the addition of two Li atoms to neutral Al 13 does not alter the structure of the matrix. On the other hand, the ordering of the isomers is sensitive to the cluster charge. In the most stable neutral and anionic clusters the Al 13 matrix adopts an icosahedral configuration. In contrast, the atomic configuration of the Al 13 matrix is decahedral in the anionic case. The Li atoms are placed in opposite positions with respect to the Al 13 matrix in the lowest energy anionic structure. On the other hand, the Li atoms sit in nearby positions in the most stable neutral and cationic structures. Table 3 shows the binding energies per atom of the neutral clusters, respectively. This is due to the lower electron density of Li compared to Al. The differences between the binding energies obtained with the ABINIT code (a plane wave code) and the OCTOPUS code (a real space grid code) are around 5%. A more representative quantity is the adsorption energy per Li atom, also given in Table 3 for neutral Al 13 Li n (with n = 1, 2), that is:
The adsorption energy per Li atom is larger for n = 1 compared to n = 2, because Al 13 Li is a cluster with 40 valence electrons, which is a magic number in the shell model [5] . The Li-Li distance in neutral Al 13 Li 2 is 3.12 Å, substantially larger than the bond length of 2.73 Å of the isolated Li 2 dimer obtained in the present work and in previous papers [48] . This is due to the coulomb repulsion between the partially charged Li atoms after some charge is transferred to the Al matrix (this point is discussed below). The distance from the Li atoms to the Al 3 triangular face is 2.13 Å. For the anionic and cationic systems the equilibrium distances from the Li atom to the Al 2 edge and Al 4 face are lower, 1.97 Å and 1.99 Å respectively. The effect of charging and of the addition of Li does not affect appreciably the structure of the Al 13 matrix. This is appreciated in Table 4 , where the averaged bond distance (d Al−Al ) between the central Al atom and the surface Al atoms are given.
Vertical and adiabatic ionization potentials (vIP and aIP) of the neutral Al 13 Li 2 isomers, and vertical and adiabatic electron detachment energies (vDE and aDE) of the negatively charged Al 13 Li − 2 isomers are reported in Table 2 . All those quantities have been calculated by evaluating differences of total energies. In the case of the vertical IP, the neutral and cationic species have the structure of the neutral isomer; on the other hand, in calculating the adiabatic IP the initial state is the neutral isomer and the final state is the cationic cluster in its lowest energy state (DECA-I). The vertical DE of Al 13 Li − 2 is obtained by subtracting the energies of the anionic and neutral clusters, both with the structure of the anionic isomer. Then, the adiabatic DE is obtained by taking the different charged isomers as the initial We have also calculated the averaged static dipole polarizability α for three isomers of neutral Al 13 Li 2 , the ground-state ICO-I, and the ICO-III and DECA-VI structures. The averaged polarizability is obtained from the trace of the polarizability tensor as: α = 1 3 Tr(α). The polarizability tensor has been obtained by applying a small static electric field along each of the cartesian directions and calculating the polarization vector. The calculated averaged polarizabilities α are very similar in the three cases analyzed, with values between 6 and 6.5 Å 3 per atom, which indicates a very weak influence of the cluster geometry. We could not find previous experimental or theoretical data for Al 13 Li 2 , but the calculated polarizabilities are similar to the experimental polarizabilities of Al 16 and Al 17 , 5.6 and 5.7 Å 3 per atom, respectively [51] . 
Charge density analysis
It is well-known that clusters having a magic number of electrons are specially stable. That is the case of Al − 13 , which shows a high stability due to the robust closed-shell electronic structure for 40 valence electrons. One of the goals of the present work is to study the effect that the charge transfer originating from the addition of Li atoms has on the electronic structure of the Al 13 matrix. This effect can be studied by analyzing maps of density differences (Figs 4-7) . Figure 4 shows two charge density difference maps corresponding to the different quantities: A) ρ[Al 13 Li 13 Li 2 ](r), and B) ρ[Al 13 Li 2 ](r)-ρ[Al 13 Li + 2 ](r). To evaluate those differences, the three clusters are assumed to have the same geometrical structure, that of the ground state of neutral Al 13 Li 2 , the ICO-I. The plots are shown in a plane containing the central Al atom and the two adsorbed Li atoms. The two charge density differences can be interpreted as representing the electron redistribution following the vertical ionization of the neutral or a vertical attachment of one electron to the neutral, respectively. It can be noticed that the charge density differences in panels A and B are very similar. Al 13 Li + 2 is a closed-shell cluster with 40 electrons, and then panels B and A also represent the charge density redistributions when one and two electrons are added to this closed shell cluster (with the structure of Al 13 Li 2 , as indicated above). Since the two electrons are added to the same shell, the 1G shell of the jellium model, the spacial distributions of those two electrons are similar. Those electrons are distributed rather uniformly over the outer region of the cluster, in agreement with the predictions of the jellium model. Figure 5 shows density maps corresponding to the quantities: A) ρ[Al 13 Li 2 ](r) for the lowest energy structure of the neutral cluster, that is, the ICO-I structure, and B) ρ[Al 13 Li 2 ](r) − {ρ [Al 13 ](r) + ρ [Li 2 ](r)}, for the same structure of A. The densities are plotted in a plane containing the central Al atom and the two Li atoms. The transfer of electronic charge from the Li atoms to the Al cluster can be appreciated in panel B, where an accumulation of charge appears between the Li atoms and the Al matrix. The charge accumulation is small and the effect is difficult to notice in the plot of the total electron density ρ[Al 13 Li 2 ](r) in panel A (one can notice the very different scales shown on the right hand side of the two panels). However, one can notice in panel A that the electron density is small around the two Li atoms, specially in the outer region. The charge transfer is supported by the large electron affinity of Al 13 (the value calculated by Mañanes [15] is 3.49 eV). The behaviour of Li is very different from that on hydrogen [15] . Figure 6 shows the density maps corresponding to the quantities: A) ρ[Al 13 Li atoms, even if the cluster now has a net negative charge. The density difference plotted in panel B represents the rearrangement of the electron density associated to the vertical detachment of one electron from Al 13 Li − 2 . Finally, Fig. 7 shows the electron density of the cationic cluster Al 13 Li + 2 in its ground state, the DECA-I structure.
Additional insight into the bonding and the charge redistribution can be gained by computing effective charges on the atoms in the clusters [52] . Different approaches can be used for computing atomic charges, and one has to keep in mind that all of them have some degree of arbitrariness. We have used the Hirshfeld method [26, 53] . The Hirshfeld density for atom A in the cluster, ρ H A (r), is obtained by multiplying the cluster ground state density, ρ GS (r), by the weighting function ρ 0 A (r)/ρ 0 (r), with ρ 0 (r) = A ρ 0 A (r), and ρ 0 A (r) is the density of the free atom. That is
and the Hirshfeld atomic charge Q H A is then where Z A is the nuclear charge of atom A, and the integral is extended to the whole cluster volume. The integral appearing on the right hand side of the expression for Q H A can be understood as picking up from the ground state density the fraction that, according to the superposition of atomic densities, belongs to atom A. of the whole cluster. This, first of all, indicates that the charge transfer from the Li atoms to the Al matrix is only partial; that is, this is not a typical ionic system. In fact, panel A of Fig. 5 shows that a substantial amount of electronic charge still exists in the region between the two Li atoms in Al 13 Li 2 . The maximum charge transfer is observed in the cationic system Al 13 Li 13 Li 2 reveal that the charged transferred is distributed over the whole Al matrix. Obviously, some of the Al atoms near the Li atoms have larger Hirshfeld charges than the distant Al atoms, and the central Al atom is always special. These observations, and the moderate charge transfer, indicate that the electronic structure of the bimetallic Al 13 Li 2 cluster is better interpreted on the basis of the jellium model [5] , where the electrons move in a smooth effective potential well with a nearly constant depth inside the cluster and raising steeply at the cluster surface. That is, each Li atom contributes with its valence electron to the whole cluster population and those Li atoms still remain relatively well integrated as part of the cluster. The picture of the distribution of Hirshfeld atomic charges is similar for Al 13 Li and towards more positive charges in Al 13 Li + 2 due to the net charge of those two clusters. The density of electronic states (DOS), obtained from the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, is often employed to interpret the photoelectron spectrum (PES) of molecules and clusters [13, [55] [56] [57] [58] . We have constructed the DOS curve by broadening the Kohn-Sham energy eigenvalues with a Lorentzian of full width at half maximum equal to 0.05 eV. Despite its simplicity, the construction of a theoretical DOS in this way usually leads to quite good agreement between theory and PES experiments for metallic clusters [55] . The DOS of Al 13 Li and its vertical IP (3.39 eV). A similar agreement is observed for Al 13 Li − 2 , whose adiabatic detachment energy is 2.07 eV, and for Al 13 Li + 2 , whose vertical IP is approximaletly 9 eV. The large gap between occupied and unoccupied states is evident in the closed-shell cluster Al 13 Li + 2 . Also one can appreciate the presence of the single electron in the next shell in Al 13 Li 2 , responsible for the low IP of this cluster. In general, the DOS of the three clusters in Fig. 9 reveals the formation of compact electronic shells, which adapt well to the idea of the jellium model [5] . This arises from the character of the effective potential and the high symmetry of the clusters, only weakly perturbed by the presence of the Li atoms. Figures 10 and 11 show the calculated photoabsorption cross sections of Al 13 Li are given for comparison. The finite width of the absorption peaks in an experimental spectrum -linked to the accessible resolution -is mostly determined by the temperature. In our calculations, each excitation peak has been broadened by a Lorentzian (Eq. 1).
Photoabsorption spectrum
The panel A of Fig. 10 shows that the Li atom has an excitation peak at 2.5 eV, and Li 2 shows two peaks at around 2.5 and 3 eV. The low energy spectra of the pure Al 13 and Al − 13 species, given in panel B of the same figure, are very rich and display clear similarities. Absorption begins at around 2 eV, and two peaks are present near 2.5 and 3 eV for all the cases. The peak at 3 eV is stronger for the icosahedral isomers compared to the decahedral ones. There is a region of significant absorption between 4 eV and 5 eV for Al 13 . This region is shifted to lower energies by 0.5 eV in Al − 13 ; this shift roughly corresponds to the difference between HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of the two clusters. The addition of the two Li atoms, studied in panel C, produces a global red-shift of the spectrum of the neutral (Al 13 Li 2 ) and anionic (Al 13 Li − 2 ) clusters with respect to the undoped clusters, as well as the appearance of new features. This is due to the changes induced in the region of electronic states around the Fermi level. The lowest energy peak is located at an energy near 1 eV, and is very prominent in the anionic case. In contrast, the spectrum of the cationic cluster Al 13 Li + 2 is not red-shifted and does not show absorption at low energies below 2 eV. This is due to the fact that this cluster has closed shells (40 electrons) and has a larger HOMO-LUMO gap than the analogous neutral and cationic species.
A comparison between the photoabsorption spectrum of Al − 13 calculated by using (a) the adiabatic local density approximation (ALDA) and (b) the self-interaction correction of Perdew and Zunger [54] is given in panel A of Fig. 11 . The high energy region, between 5 and 10 eV, is stressed in this Figure. The two spectra are very similar, differing in just a small shift. This result ensures the validity of all the spectra that we have obtained with the ALDA functional.
Panels B and C of Fig. 11 show the spectra in the whole energy region up to 15 eV for the same clusters as in the corresponding B and C panels of Fig. 10 . Three regions can be distinguished in all the spectra. A weak absorption profile covers the energy region up to 5 eV (already discussed), a region of strong absorption is observed at energies between 5 eV and 10 eV, and another region of weak absorption at energies larger than 10 eV. The spectrum in the high energy region is dominated by a strong peak whose position varies a little between the different clusters but is always located between 7 eV and 9 eV. This strong excitation can be interpreted as a collective plasmon. There is a correlation between the position of the plasmon peak and the charge of the cluster, both in panel B for the pure Al clusters and in panel C for the Li-doped clusters: the peak of the negatively charged cluster is red-shifted with respect to the peak of the neutral cluster, and this one -for the doped clusters-is red-shifted with respect to the peak of the positively charged species. The electronic cloud of the cluster Al 13 Li is stiffer than the clouds of the neutral and anionic species, and the corresponding plasmon peak occurs at a slightly higher energy. A parallel can be established between this high energy plasmon and similar features found in other, rather different, atomic clusters, the Met-Cars [42] . We have to point out that accessing the high energy region experimentally will be difficult. On the other hand, ionization, not considered here, is a dominant process in that energy region. 
Summary and conclusions
Aluminium is the metal with characteristics more similar to the alkali metals. Doping of Al 13 with donor atoms has been studied as a way to obtain clusters with closed electronic shells, and then highly stable. Alkali atoms perform that doping effect efficiently. In this paper we have performed a theoretical study of the reactivity between Li atoms and Al 13 using the density functional theory and the local density approximation (LDA) for exchange and correlation. The effects caused by the addition of two lithium atoms on the properties of the Al cluster are analyzed by calculating equilibrium geometries, binding energies and ionization potentials, not only of neutral species but also of the positively and negatively charged ones. The effect of the alkali addition on the geometrical structure of the cluster is small, but the influence on the electronic structure is substantial. The cluster Al 13 Li, with 40 valence electrons, has closed electronic shells, and Al 13 Li 2 has a single electron in the next shell. An unusually large drop of the ionization potential of the cluster is induced by the addition of the second Li atom. These properties have been related to the changes of the electronic density by the analysis of density difference maps and atomic Hirshfeld charges. The photoabsorption spectrum has been calculated using the time-dependent version of the density functional theory.
